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Take your surgical skills to the next level with Thoracic Surgery: Lung Resections,
Bronchoplasty a volume in the Master Techniques in Surgery Series! This thoracic
surgery reference provides the richly illustrated, step-by-step guidance you need to
perfect a full range of pulmonary resection techniques, avoid and manage complications,
and achieve optimal outcomes. Key Features - See exactly how to perform the full range
of pulmonary resection procedures, both open and minimally invasive, including wedge
resection, lobectomy, pneumonectomy, and more. - Gain insights from international
authorities, gleaning each expert’s preferred techniques in rich detail. - Efficiently review
background, indications and contraindications, surgical techniques, avoidance of pitfalls,
and management of complications and results for each procedure, as well as selected
references for further reading. - Don’t miss Thoracic Surgery: Transplantation, Tracheal
Resections, Mediastinal Tumors, Extended Thoracic Resections, the companion volume
by Drs. Mathisen and Morse. - Expand your repertoire with other volumes in the Master
Techniques in Surgery Series! Overseen by Josef E. Fischer, MD, editor of the classic
two-volume reference Mastery of Surgery, these titles cover a wide range of common and
advanced procedures in the major subspecialties of general surgery, including breast
surgery, colon and rectal surgery, esophageal surgery, gastric surgery, hepatobiliary and
pancreatic surgery, and hernia. Now with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive
eBook edition, offering tablet, smartphone, or online access to: - Complete content with
enhanced navigation - A powerful search that pulls results from content in the book, your
notes, and even the web - Cross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigation
- Highlighting tool for easier reference of key content throughout the text - Ability to take
and share notes with friends and colleagues - Quick reference tabbing to save your
favorite content for future use
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